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The broad range of interface light scattering investigations in recent years shows the power and the versatility of these techniques to address new and open questions in colloid and interface science and the soft condensed matter field. Structural information for polymers, liquid crystals, or colloids close to planar or spherical colloidal interfaces are either captured with long range light scattering resolution, or in a complementary approach by high resolution ellipsometric techniques. Of special interest is the dynamic behavior close to or in interfaces, since it determines material properties and responses to external fields. Due to the broad dynamical range and the high scattering contrast for visible light, interface light scattering is a key to elucidate soft matter interfacial dynamics. This contribution reviews experimental and related theoretical approaches for interface light scattering and further gives an overview of achievements based on such techniques.

1. Introduction

For the quantitative characterization of colloidal dispersions or emulsions and soft matter in general, light scattering is a well established, versatile, and powerful tool [1–4]. The typical size range of the colloids — according to the IUPAC definition 1–1000 nm — fits well to the light wavelength. As a consequence, structural features of a colloid sample significantly affect the scattering properties for visible light. This mapping is not only the basis for a structure characterization by static light scattering (SLS), it additionally determines the optical appearance of colloids and therefore the light scattering properties are of high interest by themselves. Of further relevance are the local mobility and the local relaxation dynamics of dispersions and soft matter like polymers, since these dynamic quantities determine the rheological properties. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) is a convenient tool for the detection of local fluctuations and — via the Stokes–Einstein relation — allows the determination of the hydrodynamic radius \( R_h \) of particles. Light scattering as a probe of local anisotropy gives access to structure and dynamics in anisotropic soft matter like liquid crystals. Recent experimental developments for the investigation of turbid samples by light scattering are reviewed by Scheffold and Cerbino [5].

Beside bulk properties, also the interface behavior of soft matter is of high interest and relevance. Structure and dynamics of soft matter at the interface determine the mechanical coupling of two adjacent phases. A prominent example of high relevance for applications is a liquid crystal, where the configuration in absence of an external field is settled exclusively by the boundary conditions, i.e. the interfacial coupling. Nano-structured materials like wood, bone, teeth, or artificial material have a huge area of internal interface. As a consequence, the interfacial properties have a significant impact on the behavior of these materials.

The purpose of this contribution is a review of some of the most important applications of light scattering for an investigation of structure and dynamics of soft matter at interfaces. The advantageous properties of light scattering, i.e. the large scattering contrast and a wide experimental window in the time domain which are the footing for bulk light scattering turn out to be fruitful for interface investigations as well. Interface sensitivity of optical techniques can
be achieved through the usage of an evanescent wave (EW). A keyword search by ISI Web of Knowledge for “evanescent AND scattering” demonstrates the growing interest in such measurements: while during the 1980s the number of annual publications is 3 at maximum, there is a jump to 20 in the early 1990s followed by a steady increase up to 81 in 2007. Clearly, an exhaustive overview on this wide field is out of the scope of this contribution and a focusing is unavoidable. Intentionally excluded are contributions based on total internal reflection microscopy (TIRM), which was introduced by Prieve and Frej in 1990 [6]. This microscopy technique yields the interaction potential between a colloid and a wall and is now widely used. A review on the early TIRM work was compiled by Bike [7]. Also excluded are techniques based on whispering gallery mode sensors [8], where the resonance wavelength of the evanescent waves forming the whispering gallery mode depends with very high sensitivity on refractive index changes in the surrounding. Recent exciting developments of this powerful technique are a label-free single molecule detection due to a thermo-optical effect [9] and the detection of particle Brownian motion close to the detector [10].

The focus in the first part of this work lies on generic scattering measurements with EW illumination, where a variation of the angles of illumination and detection is used to access experimental data in the reciprocal space. So far, a summarizing review on this field is missing. As a foundation for an appreciation of recent developments, also older contributions are discussed for a better overview. Of special interest for interface investigations is the combination of light scattering with an ellipsometric detection scheme, since this catenation enhances the resolution of scattering. Applications based on this approach are discussed as a second part. Excluded here are surface quasi elastic light scattering (SQELS) experiments performed at small angles for the detection of capillary waves at liquid interfaces. For this field, a monograph [11] and reviews by Earnshaw [12] and Cicitu and Hopkinson [13] provide an overview.

2. Evanescent wave light scattering

For an implementation of interface sensitive light scattering, Lan et al. used an evanescent wave (EW) created in a total internal reflection geometry as the illumination for a scattering experiment [14*]. Only a thin volume close to the interface is illuminated and dynamic light scattering reveals the sample dynamics close to an interface. The name evanescent wave dynamic light scattering and its abbreviation EWDLS for this technique were introduced by Marcus et al. [15]. Measurements where only the scattering intensity is of interest, while the direction of the scattered beam along the scattering vector $q$ is addressed correctly, an angular resolution of the EW. The Poynting vector $S = E \times H$ of an EW indicates an energy flow parallel to the interface and a superimposed oscillation of the field energy perpendicular to the interface. It is often argued that an EW would not be a transverse wave, since the local electric field $E$ or magnetic field $H$ are not perpendicular to the interface. However, experiments show that the field propagation is transverse and the time averaged energy flow $S$ reduces to $S$ which cancels out in the averaging step. When the local energy flow $S$ is addressed correctly, an EW is a transverse wave in any space point. Of further interest is the Goos–Hänchen effect of an EW, a shift of the reflected beam along the interface by a fraction of the wavelength (see e.g. [18]).

The scattering of the EW can be observed either through medium 1 or through medium 2. The scattering signal measured through medium 2 is a superposition of a contribution which reaches the detector directly and a second contribution which is originally scattered towards the interface and then relected to the detector. The detection sensitivity for a particle close to the interface is the product of the exponentially decaying illumination profile of the EW and the interference term of the two contributions. The detection sensitivity for a particle close to the interface is the product of the exponentially decaying illumination profile of the EW and the interference term of the two contributions. The interference term of the two contributions is the product of the exponentially decaying illumination profile of the EW and the interference term of the two contributions. The detection sensitivity for a particle close to the interface is the product of the exponentially decaying illumination profile of the EW and the interference term of the two contributions. The detection sensitivity for a particle close to the interface is the product of the exponentially decaying illumination profile of the EW and the interference term of the two contributions.
anisotropy in structure and fluctuations. In addition, the finite extension of the illuminated area perpendicular to the interface results in a smearing in $q_z$ direction. Since $q_x$ and $|\mathbf{q}|^{-1}$ are both determined by $\lambda$ and are thus of similar magnitude, the smearing is quite substantial. In the experiment, $q_z$ results as difference of the parallel wave vector components of incident and scattered light, while $q_x$ depends only on the detection direction. With $\zeta$, $q_x$, and $q_y$, there are three experimental parameters of interest. With an apparatus where only the angles of incidence and detection can be moved within a plane, only a two-dimensional manifold in the $(\zeta, q_x, q_y)$-space can be accessed. Preferable is a three-dimensional scattering instrument, as e.g. built by Peter Lang [19]. In such an instrument, the three experimental parameters can be varied independently. For a scattering detection through medium 1, a special distinction is required. Any light which travels in medium 2 as a plane wave is refracted at the interface into a cone of opening angle $\varphi_0$. Light detected in medium 1 at an angle outside this cone cannot be attributed to plane waves in medium 2. Rather, the scattered field in medium 2 has to be an interface mode, similar to the EW of the illumination. Thus, light detection outside the cone is double-evanescent [17]. It is connected to $q_z = 0$. Experimentally, Potenza et al. demonstrated that multiple scattered light in medium 2 exits to medium 1 only inside the cone [20].

The presence of an interfacial structure like a polymer brush or a wetting layer affects the refractive index profile across the interface. The deviation from a step profile in turn affects the illuminating profile of the EW, which no longer is a simple exponential. Typically, the refractive index profile $n(z)$ decays monotonously and steadily to $n_2$, apart from a first step from the high refractive index $n_1$ to the limiting value $n(z \rightarrow 0)$ in the low refractive index medium. The complications by such a refractive index profile are often implicitly neglected, and experiments are described by a nominal EW penetration depth calculated for a step-like transition from $n_1$ to $n_2$. The presence of a steady refractive index profile, however, allows an additional experimental approach [17,21,22], which so far hardly has been used. For $\varphi \in (\varphi_0, \arcsin(n(z \rightarrow 0)/n_1))$, the inversion of Snell's law yields a refractive index value $n_z(\varphi) = n_1 \sin \varphi$, which is realized within the refractive index profile at a suitable depth $z(\varphi)$. It is this depth where the local light propagation in the direction $\varphi' = \arcsin(n_1/n_z)$ becomes parallel to the interface (i.e. $\varphi' - (\varphi') = 90^\circ$) and the transition from a real $k_z(z)$ for $z < z(\varphi)$ (propagating wave in $z$ direction) to an imaginary $k_z(z)$ for $z > z(\varphi)$ (EW in $z$ direction) occurs. In other words, the preset value $\varphi$ is the critical angle at the depth $z(\varphi)$ in the refractive index profile. Local refractive index fluctuations at the depth $z(\varphi)$ switch the local character of $k_z(z)$ (propagating wave or EW). As a consequence, there is an enhanced scattering contrast for fluctuations in the depth $z(\varphi)$ [17]. The profile of scattering intensity in a scan of $\varphi$ for fixed $\varphi$ maps the fluctuation structure within the layer, demonstrated by Sigel and Strobl for the profile of a liquid crystalline wetting layer [21,22].

Although EWDSL was introduced already more than 20 years ago and has a lot of interesting applications, the number of publications based on this technique is rather small. TRIM, in contrast, is by far more used. The reason for the comparably few activities in EWDSL lies most probably in the demanding requirements of the technique and the experimental pitfalls in case of simple implementations. The author heard of three labs where EWDSL was started but finally abandoned because of technical difficulties. Further, no commercial ready-to-use apparatus for EWDSL is on the market, so scientific contributions are bound to home-built experiments. Competing techniques like X-ray or neutron reflectivity are usually situated at large scale facilities, where it is the job of a beamline scientist to take care of technical difficulties and the state of an instrument. Supervised users apply these techniques without the need of deeper insight, so a high output of results can be achieved. For an EWLS experiment, in contrast, an experimentalist so far needs the know-how and working effort comparable to a beamline scientist. For a solid liquid interface where medium 1 is typically a hemispheric glass lens, the technical difficulties arise because of the glass part unavoidably contained in the scattering volume. The sample side of the interface in the scattering volume is limited by the evanescent illumination profile. It fills only a small part of the scattering volume and as a consequence the experimental signal is low. Although the scattering of glass is low, the larger filling factor for the glass part of the scattering volume leads to an elastically scattered contribution. The mixing of the signal from the sample with elastically scattered light leads to (at least partial) heterodyne detection, i.e. the superposition of the light scattered by fluctuations in the sample with laser light un-shifted in frequency [1]. In this case, a generalized Siegert relation

$$g_2(t) = 1 + 2C_1 \text{Re}(g_1(t)) + C_2^2 |g_1(t)|^2$$

connects the intensity autocorrelation function $g_2(t)$ measured in the experiment to the field correlation function $g_1(t)$ used in data evaluation [19]. The constants $C_1 = 1 - \sqrt{2-\text{Re}(\Delta)}$ and $C_2 = C_2 - C_2^2$ are calculated from the intercept $A$ of $g_2(t)$. Via the heterodyne term $\text{Re}(g_1(t))$, a homogeneous flow of scattering colloids driven e.g. by the light pressure of the incident laser beam (see Section 2.5) can lead to a slow relaxation mode. Of essential importance is the quality of the lens used for an experiment. In the grinding process the surfaces roughness of the lens is reduced to the specified accuracy (a roughness of $\lambda/20$ is already high quality for grinded surfaces). The remaining interface roughness at smaller scale leads to additional elastically scattered light, sometimes even visible as enhanced intensity at the footprint of the laser at the interface (called “spot” in lab jargon). Significantly smoother glass interfaces are obtained for float-glass, so a cover glass connected by index matching fluid to a grinded lens significantly improves the interface quality. For enhanced intensity, Plum et al. recently used a surface plasmon resonance geometry in order to improve EWDSL sensitivity and data quality [23]. The possibility to measure the diffusion of small, weakly scattering PS colloids $(R_0 = 20 \text{ nm})$ was demonstrated. The enhanced scattering intensity in a surface plasmon geometry compared to EW scattering was demonstrated before by Rothenhäusler and Knoll [24].

The technical requirements are lower for EWDSL at a liquid–liquid interface. Due to interface tension the interface is perfectly flat (apart from capillary waves, which are only visible in small angle scattering, i.e. for a detector position quite close to the reflected beam [11]). Medium 1 has now internal dynamics, so there are no static laser speckles. Still, good vibration isolation is required in order to avoid mechanical excitation of surface waves.

2.2. Particle diffusion close to a solid interface: dilute regime

The first work where EWDSL was applied as an interface sensitive dynamic experiment introduced already many essential concepts and properties of the technique [14]. Lan et al. [14] studied the diffusion of colloids with a diameter $2r = 90 \text{ nm}$ close to a solid wall in dilute conditions. The shape of the interface $g_z(t)$ determined under heterodyne condition is non-exponential and deviates from the bulk $g_z(t)$. Two reasons for this deviation are discussed theoretically. The mirror effect describes the restriction of the colloidal diffusion by the interface, which acts as a solid wall. For the assumed condition with no colloid adsorption at the interface, any diffusion path which hits the interface is reflected. Further, due to the small $\zeta$ which defines the scattering volume perpendicular to the interface, particle number fluctuations become relevant for a suitable choice of $q_x$ and $q_z$. As a consequence, there is a long tail of $g_z(t)$ with a $t^{−1/2}$ behavior, which can be rationalized as the diffusive motion within the exponential illumination profile of the EW. A third reason for the non-exponential $g_z(t)$ is the wall drag effect, which leads to a decreased diffusion constant for particles close to the interface. The
wall drag effect is addressed only briefly by Lan et al., but becomes prominent in the induced research activities.

As an extension, Garnier and Ostrowsky studied the diffusion of negatively charged colloids of the same size as above close to a negatively charged interface for different salt concentrations [25,26] ([26] is an extension of the text of [25]). Experimental data as well as corresponding Brownian dynamic simulations based on hydrodynamic wall–particle interactions and static wall–particle interactions described by the DLVO theory (see e.g. [27]) were both fit with the expression derived in [14], where formally no wall drag effect is incorporated. The results of the fits are interpreted as average interface diffusion constants, where good agreement between theory and experiment is found. A theoretical calculation of the short time diffusion constant serves as a further reference for the data. The average interface diffusion constant is found lower than the bulk value, confirming the wall drag effect. The extent of hydrodynamic slowing down is higher at high salt concentrations, where the particles approach the wall more closely.

By doping lipid vesicles with lipid like charged molecules, Gaigalas et al. obtained negatively and positively charged vesicles (2R = 42...44 nm) and investigated them by EWDLS [28]. For both samples a slow down of the diffusion close to an interface due to the wall drag effect is observed. The results compare well with theoretical estimations for a homogenous concentration profile for the negative vesicles and for interface adsorbed locations for the positively charged species. An additional slower mode in \( g_z(t) \) for the positive vesicles was interpreted as the adsorption process into immobile bound interface states.

By measurements on colloids of sizes 2R/nm ≈ (97,813,2970, 11900), Hosoda et al. checked out different limits in EWDLS signals for the detection of anisotropic diffusion close to an interface [29]. They introduced the EWDLS description by a complex scattering vector including the exponential decay of the EW as imaginary part, where the finite size of the scattering volume leads to a Lorentzian smearing in \( q_z \) space. In the applied horizontal geometry, the large colloids are affected by gravity and only diffusion parallel to the interface takes place.

Matsuoka and coworkers investigated charge stabilized colloids 2R = 111 nm for different salt concentrations by EWDLS [30,31] ([31] is an invited feature article which summarizes the content of [30] and further work based on TIRM). The detector angle \( \psi = 90^\circ \) was fixed and no distinction of diffusion parallel and perpendicular to the interface was made. With the intention to distinguish the scattering originating from different depths in the EW, Matsuoka et al. subtracted \( g_z(t) \) data for two different \( \zeta \). The procedure is motivated by a calculation of the difference of electric field strengths for two EW of different penetration depth. This field difference plotted against the distance \( z \) to the interface shows a broad peak. It is argued that the difference reflects mainly the scattering signal of the peak position, and a similar depth resolution is assigned to the difference of \( g_z(t) \) data. The authors claim to observe an “electrostatic effect” on particle diffusion which reaches up \( z = 800 \) nm away from the interface, while they describe a hydrodynamic effect up to \( z = 400 \) nm. Opposite to the results of Ostrowsky et al. [25] (see above) and Feitosa and Mesquita [32] (see Section 2.6), the subtraction procedure leads to an apparently faster diffusion for high salt concentration.

Holmquist et al. built the first EWDLS experiment which allows an independent variation of \( q_z \), \( q_\perp \), and \( \zeta \) based on a 3D triple axis goniometer [19]. They studied the diffusion of charge stabilized colloids \((R = 85 \) nm) which behave as hard spheres due to a short Debye length of 3 nm in a 0.01 M salt solution. A theoretical expression for the initial slope of \( g_z(t) \) is developed. The instrumentation and the theory enable them to distinguish the wall drag effects for the averaged diffusion constants parallel and perpendicular to the wall. Good agreement with theory is found. The work is extended in reference [33], which includes a more detailed description of the 3D goniometer, the full derivation of the theoretical expression, an improved data evaluation, and additional measurements on colloids of radius \( R = 27 \) nm. Since the scattering intensity of such small colloids is low, they conclude that this size is a lower limit for EWDLS.

A further study of Holmquist et al. concerns the diffusion of colloids \((R = 85 \) nm) in a mixture with rod-like particles [34]. The rods are fd-virus with a monodisperse length of 880 nm, a cross section diameter of 6 nm and high stiffness (persistance length 2200 nm). They hardly contribute to the scattering signal, but provide an attractive depletion interaction between the colloids and the wall. The interaction range is comparable to \( \zeta \). Such a potential increases the particle concentration close to the interface where the wall drag effect is strongest, and therefore it affects the averaged diffusion constants. The potential was investigated by TIRM, where for twice the overlap concentration \( c^* \) of the rods a strength of 0.5 kBT was detected (kBT = Boltzmann constant, T: absolute temperature). EWDLS investigations at two rod concentrations below and above \( c^* \) show an effect on the averaged diffusion constants perpendicular and parallel to the wall. An extension of this work is provided in reference [35], where mainly more extended TIRM measurements for a characterization of the depletion potential are added. A comparison of the data in [34] and [35] with a theory describing the depletion interactions by an averaged potential did not provide a satisfying agreement. The authors conclude that the rods act as a second hydrodynamically active species, which leads to a further slowing down of colloid dynamics close to a wall.

2.3. EWSLS studies on concentration profiles and particle adsorption to a solid wall

Combining a jet directed towards a wall (wall jet technique) with EWSLS detection, Albery et al. studied the deposition kinetics of colloidal graphite particles onto an indium tin oxide electrode [36]. A microscope slide was used as a waveguide, where EWs are formed at the boundaries. The intensity of the scattered light indicates the amount of adsorbed particles. The wall jet technique yields a controlled mass transport towards the interface and a linear intensity increase with time was observed in the investigated range of low interface coverage (up to 3%). With a theoretical model, the radial deposition profile around the jet footprint allows a distinction of mass transfer controlled adsorption (observed for an interface coated with N(β-aminoethyl)-(G-aminopropyl-trimethoxysilane) and kinetically controlled deposition (a clean glass surface shows a mixed deposition mechanism). Limits of the method are discussed and a kinetic barrier for the glass surface is estimated. In a subsequent investigation, Albery et al. covered the interface with an indium tin oxide (ITO) electrode to vary the interface potential \( U \) [37]. For \( U > -550 \) mV, the adsorption of the graphite particles \((R = 230 \) nm) was independent of \( U \) and showed a radial deposition profile for mass transport controlled deposition. For \( U < -550 \) mV, the adsorption rate was lower, but again independent of \( U \). A consistent data interpretation for this case was possible with the assumption that the particles are trapped (still mass transport controlled) in a secondary potential minimum further away from the interface. Where the EW amplitude is lower and the particles produce a weaker scattering signal. Particles collected in the secondary minimum could be collapsed to the primary minimum by a variation of \( U \). The existence of a secondary minimum was dependent on the type of interface, and a quantitative model for the observation of a secondary minimum is discussed.

Schumacher and van de Ven studied EWSLS of charged colloids \((R = 46.2 \) nm) close to a charged wall [38]. The change in scattering intensity upon a variation of \( \zeta \) was compared to predictions based on a thermal particle concentration profile derived from DLVO particle–wall interactions, where good agreement was found. From EWDLS measurements, only the variation of the \( g_z(t) \) intercept was interpreted, the information content of which is equivalent to the
static intensity. The careful measurement protocol employed changes of the sample concentration without a variation of the scattering angle and the angle of incidence. This laborious procedure was repeated for several angle settings, presumably to avoid the problems due to static laser species described in 2.1.

With the wall jet technique and EWDLS, Xia and van de Ven studied the adsorption kinetics of unilamellar or multilamellar lipid vesicles (liposomes, 2R = 90...400 nm) to a quartz surface [39]. The effects of flow rate, lipidosome size, pH, and salt concentration on the adhesion rate were investigated. A maximum adhesion rate was observed for intermediate flow rates. Ca\(^{2+}\) ions lead to an enhanced adhesion compared to Na\(^{+}\) ions. As a continuation, Polverari and van de Ven measured the adsorption of 3 types of negatively charged colloidal particles (2R = 145...245 nm, PS copolymers with acrylic acid or itaconic acid, or pure PS) to a fused quartz and a ZnS interface [40]. The particles were investigated with and without poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) polymers (M\(_{w}\) = 100...350 kg/mol) adsorbed to their interface, where polymer adsorption layers of 2...22 nm were realized. Adsorption was measured as a function of NaCl concentration, where a maximum adsorption rate was reached at 0.5 M NaCl with no further increase at higher salt concentration. The bare particles adsorb much faster to the interface, and no adsorption at all was observed for PEO layers above 15 nm thickness. In a complementary work on the same particles at low salt concentration where interface adsorption is absent, Polverari and van de Ven studied the effects of particle diameter, salt concentration and flow rate on the interfacial concentration profile, examined by EWSLS [41]. The theory for a latex concentration profile in a stagnation point flow towards the interface is reviewed, which is based on a Boltzmann distribution involving static DLVO interactions and hydrodynamic effects. Agreement between the experiments and the theory is concluded.

### 2.4. Particles close to a solid interface: elevated concentration

For elevated particle concentration, only a few investigations by EWDLS were performed so far. Pouligny et al. used EWSLS for an investigation of the interface of a colloidal crystal to a container wall [42]. They developed a theory for the peak locations for an EW illumination in a coplanar geometry and for the peak intensities upon a variation of ζ. The crystal was formed by charge stabilized colloids (2R = 91 nm) without added salt. Several measurements were recorded and the crystal was shear-melted in between the measurements. The results are compatible with an 110 plane of a bcc crystal parallel to the interface. No surface reconstruction of the crystal was observed, but a smaller lattice parameter close to the interface is reported.

Schmidt et al. studied the film formation of poly-methyl methacrylate/butyl-acrylate colloids (2R = 93 nm), which was slowed down to 3000 s [43]. Two relaxation processes were observed in g\(_1\)(t), which were identified with the α and β process in glassy systems. The relaxation time of the slower process slows down during film formation.

Voudouris et al. investigated index matched PMMA colloid (R = 118 nm, sterically stabilized) polymer (gyration radius R\(_g\) = 90 nm) mixtures in a tetralin/decalin solvent mixture at a colloid volume fraction Φ = 0.3 [44]. Due to depletion interactions, the system phase separates in a polymer rich "gas"-phase (Φ = 0.0013) on top of a colloid rich "liquid"-phase (Φ = 0.42). The scattering is dominated by the colloids. In bulk measurements, the effect of the depletion interaction is visible by an enhanced low angle scattering of the liquid phase compared to measurements on a colloid dispersion of similar concentration without polymers. Such a dispersion of elevated concentration shows similar dynamics in the bulk and in EWDLS interface measurements. For the "liquid"-phase (polymers included) with slower bulk dynamics, in contrast, a further slowing down at the interface is observed and attributed to depletion interactions. By EWDLS the authors showed, that the "liquid"-phase builds up a wetting layer at the container walls of the top part of the scattering cell, where the bulk is the "gas"-phase. The dynamic signature of the liquid phase within the wetting layer does not depend on ζ and the authors conclude that this layer is thicker than 1–2 μm. Further work on EWLS within wetting layers [21,22,45] is addressed in Section 2.8.

A detailed investigation of the concentration dependence up to Φ = 0.42 for the near-wall diffusion of colloids (R = 118...183 nm) was performed by Michailidou et al. [46]. Again the solvent was a tetralin/cisdecalin index matching mixture. Measurements for q below the structure factor maximum due to short range liquid order yielded the collective diffusion constant, while high-q measurements above the structure factor maximum was identified with the self diffusion. For Φ > 0.35, the interface dynamics superimpose to the bulk dynamics, in contrast to the slowing down of wall dynamics at lower Φ (see discussion of references [19] and [26] above). The absence of the wall drag effect is discussed as a screening of a long range contribution to hydrodynamic interaction at high Φ. From theoretical side, the initial slope calculation for g\(_1\)(t) under EW illumination for a test particle in dilute condition by Holmquist et al. [19,33\(^{-}\)] was generalized to higher volume fraction.

### 2.5. Mie scattering and scattering forces for isolated spheres in an evanescent wave

Theoretical expressions for the calculation of scattering intensities for Mie scattering of spherical particles in an EW were derived by Chew et al. [47] and corrected later by Liu et al. [48]. Total cross sections for extinction and scattering for an EW were introduced and calculated by Quinten et al. [49]. Further theoretical work was stimulated by an experiment of Kawata and Sugiura, who observed the movement of PS spheres (2R = 1 μm, 6.8 μm, 27 μm) and glass particles (2R = 2 μm, 8 μm) by the light pressure of an EW [50]. The movement was faster for s-polarized light. A typical speed of 8 μm/s was observed for PS spheres with 2R = 6.8 μm. Almaas and Brevik calculated the scattering forces of an EW, which are stronger for p-polarization [51]. An interpretation of this result opposite to the experimental finding in reference [50] was attributed to a friction effect. Beside the force parallel to the interface which moves the colloids, there is also a normal force which tends to move the particles into higher field regions, like in optical tweezers. Since p-polarization results in a stronger normal force, enhanced friction is expected. The maximum scattering force was found for a value α = 3 for the size parameter α = 2πR/λ. While in all previous theories the EW was created by a plane wave in the high refractive index medium, Chang et al. calculated the light pressure of an EW created by a Gaussian beam illumination [52]. As an extension, they considered also the effect of multiple scattering which was neglected so far [53]. Multiple scattering occurs when light scattered by the sphere is reflected by the interface and hits the sphere another time. Zvyagin and Goto compared the multiple expansion in Mie theory with group theoretical methods for the calculation of the scattering of an EW [54]. The group theoretical methods were introduced by Pendleton for plane waves and lead to less complicated formulas [55]. Doicu et al. applied the T-matrix method and discrete source method to an EW geometry [57]. These methods yield the scattering properties also for non-spherical particles. Liu et al. calculated morphology-dependent resonances (MDR) of spherical particles close to a substrate, illuminated either by a plane wave or an EW [56]. Ganic et al. performed numerical calculations of MDRs of spheres illuminated by an EW in the full angular range [58]. Experiments on MDRs of spheres (size 1.2, or 6 nm) illuminated by an EW were reported by Wu [59]. A significant variation in scattering power of different spheres in TIRM measurements is attributed to MDRs.
2.6. Particles confined in a planar geometry

The dynamics of colloids confined by two plates to a quasiquasi-dimensional geometry has been accessed by several techniques. A recent reference list is included in reference [60]. Here, only light scattering investigations on confined geometries are addressed. The interface sensitivity of EWLDS for such geometries is of minor importance, as the movement of colloids perpendicular to the interface is suppressed and measurements for \( \varphi \) above or below the critical angle \( \varphi_0 \) yield the same information.

The investigation of rhodopsin diffusion in multilamellar films of the photoreceptor membrane (PRM) by Selser et al. in 1982 appears to be the first application of EWLDS [61]. Roughly \( 10^4 \) membrane layers of 10−20 \( \mu \)m thickness were deposited on a waveguide, and EWLDS was detected at 90° scattering angle. The observed slow diffusion \( D = 2 \cdots 11 \times 10^{-15} \text{m}^2/\text{s} \) was attributed to the experimental geometry, which is not a constant in two dimensions linear in \( \ln(D) \).

Introducing colloidal particles \( (R = 1000 \text{ nm}) \) into a wedge slit between two plates, Feitosa and Mesquita investigated different separation distances \( h \) of the confining interfaces [32]. Theoretical formulas for the mirror effect, the wall drag effect and double layer repulsion are summarized. DLS measurements (plane wave illumination) in confined geometry with gravity either parallel or normal to the surfaces were complemented by an investigation of particles sedimented to an interface in an unconfined geometry, where the electrostatic interactions between particles and wall are varied by a change of the salt concentration. A linear superposition of the Stokes forces due to the wall drag effects at the two confining interfaces was assumed in a theoretical description. This assumption gives a reasonable agreement for the diffusion perpendicular to the interfaces, however, for the diffusion parallel to the interfaces significant deviations were observed at small \( h \). The theoretical formulas for the wall drag effect were used to transform the measured diffusion into the average distance of the separated particles to the repulsive wall. A decrease of the distance with increasing salt concentration was found, in accordance with expectation.

A comparison of video microscopy and EWLDS on the diffusion of uncharged poly(methyl-methacrylate) (PMMA) colloids \( (2R = 1000 \text{ nm}) \) confined in a slit (wall spacing: \( 3 \mu \text{m} \)) performed by Marcus et al. provided good agreement between the two techniques [15]. A theoretical expectation for a transition of the self diffusion constant in two dimensions linear in \( \ln(t)/t \) was confirmed experimentally, although the magnitude of the observed transition was larger by a factor \( 7 \) compared to the theoretical expectation. The deviation was attributed to the experimental geometry, which is not a true two-dimensional system. A Gaussian model for single particle motion within the many particle problem provided good agreement with the data. The wall drag effect was not explicitly taken into account in this work.

For a theoretical description of the wall drag effect of colloids confined between two walls, Lobry and Ostrowsky adapted the method of flow field reflection to two walls [62]. Multiple reflections at the two walls lead to an infinite series of single wall problems; the analytical solution of which is known. Experiments on the diffusion perpendicular to the wall for colloidal particles of two sizes \( (R = 39 \text{ nm}, 110 \text{ nm}) \) showed good agreement with the theoretical calculations. The theory was refined by Benesch et al. [63].

2.7. Polymers and brushes at a solid interface

Theoretical investigations by Gao and Rice paved the way for EWLDS on polymers close to an interface [64,65]. Their first work describes EWSLS by isolated polymer chains adsorbed to an interface [64]. Two geometries with the detector either in the interface plane or in the reflection plane are introduced and general expressions for the scattering of a single chain (denoted as structure factor) are derived. Specific analytical and numerical calculations concern the model of a rod-like polymer anchored to the interface. An extension of this work handles the case of Gaussian chains which are either anchored to the interface or freely moving in the vicinity of the interface [65]. Intermolecular interference for elevated interface coverage is treated by a virial expansion. The effect of polymer−interface interactions on the chain dimension perpendicular to the interface and the corresponding structure factor are discussed. Rosa and Dahler incorporated an orientation distribution function for the rod-like polymers at the interface and reported numerical calculations for the structure factor [66].

EWLS experiments on polymers and brushes were performed by the Heraklion group [67,68,69,70,71,72,73]. A brush is formed by polymers anchored to an interface when the distance between grafting sides is significantly smaller than the extension of the anchored polymers. As a consequence, the polymers are stretched in the direction perpendicular to the interface. The first systems investigated by Fytas et al. were four different poly(ethylene oxide)-block-poly(styrene) (PEO-b-PS) diblock copolymers of different molecular weight in toluene [67]. While the short PEO block (51...167 monomer units) adsorbs to the interface, the longer PS block (730...4790 monomer units) remains dissolved and forms the brush of thickness \( 0 = 45...130 \text{ nm} \) with a grafting density \( v = 0.19...2/(10 \text{ nm})^2 \). Homodyne data evaluation yielded an exponentially decaying \( g_1(t) \) with a relaxation time in the ms range. The related intensity raised quadratic with \( q \) while the relaxation time increased with increasing \( q \) (no distinction between \( q_h \) and \( q_\perp \) was made). The scattering is attributed to concentration fluctuations in the brush, where the finite possible stretching of polymer chains leads to a suppression of long wavelength (low \( q \) ) fluctuations.

The measurements of reference [67] induced two theoretical contributions. With a mean field theory, Lihtman et al. addressed EWSLS of a brush in good solvent conditions [74.75] (75) is a summary of [74]). Free energy contributions for brush deformation consist of chain stretching, an osmotic contribution, and a gradient term accounting for surface distortions at the brush boundary. The theory considers \( q_h \) and \( q_\perp \) separately and produces a weak maximum in the scattering intensity for a variation of \( q_\perp \) keeping \( q_h \) fixed. The stronger maximum observed experimentally in reference [67] is attributed to the special trajectory in \( (q_h,q_\perp) \) space when the detector angle is varied in the experiment. The trajectory is modeled in the theory and qualitative agreement is found for three of the brushes examined in reference [67], while for the thickest brush a deviation is concluded. A theoretical investigation for EWLDS on brush dynamics for a scattering vector parallel to the interface was performed by Semenov and Anastasiadis [76]. Three relaxation modes of a brush were discussed. The relaxation times of a fast cooperative diffusion of polymer segments together with the solvent and a drag motion where polymer and solvent movement are not correlated were predicted for solvent and polymer parameters in reference [67] as \( 0.5 \cdots 10^{-6} \text{ s} \) and \( 1...2 \times 10^{-5} \text{ s} \), respectively. Since these times are significantly faster than the experimental result in reference [67], an additional slow anchor sliding mode was introduced. The anchoring of the polymers relies on adsorption of the PEO block [67] and therefore can be mobile. A two-dimensional formation of islands of PEO blocks at the interface is predicted, similar to the formation of “furry discs” of insoluble block copolymers on liquid interfaces [77] (see Section 2.9). The anchor sliding mode allows a qualitative matching of the theory with the experiment [67], and it is concluded that the two fast modes are not resolved experimentally.

An investigation of the interface dynamics of the hairy rod polymer poly(p-phenylene (PPPS) in toluene for four number averaged contour lengths \( L_0 = 11...134 \text{ nm} \) was performed by Loppinet et al. [68]. Adsorption from a semidilute solution led to equilibration within 20 h. By a variation of the angle of incidence around \( \varphi_0 \), distinct differences in \( g_1(t) \) for bulk DLS \( (\varphi < \varphi_0) \) refracted beam in medium 2) and EWLDS sensitive to the interface \( (\varphi > \varphi_0) \) EW in medium 2) were
observed. Rotational dynamics was accessed by depolarized light scattering [1]. While in the bulk the rotational dynamics showed a broad relaxation time distribution with a strong concentration dependence (in a range up to 20% wt), the interface dynamics showed a single exponential shape with a relaxation time in the ms range with only very weak dependence on concentration, \(l_m\), and \(\zeta\). The interface dynamics was attributed to rotational motion of Kuhn segments (PPPS persistence length \(\approx 25\) nm) in an adsorption layer with an absence of overall chain rotation. Polarized DLS showed concentration fluctuations for bulk measurements, while in EWDLS a similar signal than for depolarized light scattering was observed, i.e. the rotational dynamics also polarized measurements.

First EWDLS measurements on a covalently anchored PS brush (PS: \(M_w = 1600\) kg/mol, polydispersity \(M_{w}/M_0 = 2\); dried brush thickness 95 nm) with significantly higher grafting density \(\sigma = 16/(10\) nm\(^2\)) as well as a poly(\(n\)-butyl acrylate) brush \((\sigma = 6/(10\) nm\(^2\)) was observed, independent of the angle between the scattering vector and the normal. \(D_o\) is connected to the correlation length \(\xi = k_B T/ (6 \pi \eta D_o)\) \((\eta\): solvent viscosity). A constant value \(\xi = 4.6\) nm at \(T = 20\) °C and \(T = 40\) °C indicates a temperature independent brush profile for dioxane representing a good solvent. For a variation of the solvent quality, the brush was exposed to cyclohexane. The solvent quality decreases with \(T\), and at \(T = 35\) °C cyclohexane becomes a theta-solvent for linear polymers in bulk, i.e. excluded volume interactions of polymer chains are screened. A two step decay of \(g_1(t)\) was found in EWDLS. The broad slow decay (described by a stretched exponential \(\exp[−(t/\tau)^\beta]\) with \(\beta = 0.32\)) shows a diffusive behavior with \(q\) and increases in amplitude for decreasing \(T\). The relaxation time \(\tau\) followed a scaling relation \(\tau^{-1} = (T−T_c)^{-\alpha}\) with \(T_c = 28\) °C and \(x = 2.6\). A lateral phase segregation at the lowest \(T\) was excluded because it would produce higher scattering power than observed experimentally. The exponential diffusive fast process yields \(\xi\), which increases from \(\xi = 5\) nm at \(T = 58.4\) °C to \(\xi = 21\) nm at \(T = 16\) °C. No critical behavior was observed at \(T_c\) in this investigation of the dynamic behavior of a polymer brush. Interestingly, an effect of polymer morphology on the value of \(T_c\) has been reported for the PS/cyclohexane system, with \(T_c = 28\) °C for ring polymers, similar to the value of \(T_c\) for the slow process [78]. As an extension of reference [69\textsuperscript{1}], Michailidou et al. varied brush parameters in an EWLS study on three PS brushes \((\sigma = 1.6...16/(10\) nm\(^2\)) as well as a poly(n-butyl acrylate) brush \((\sigma = 6/(10\) nm\(^2\)) in good solvent conditions [70]. The collective diffusion detected in the exponential decay of \(g_1(t)\) is inversely proportional to the solvent viscosity and increases with \(\sigma (D_o, \zeta^{-1}−\alpha^{−1/2})\). The scattering intensity grows linearly with penetration depth, which implies a homogeneous distribution of concentration fluctuations in the brush. An unexpected strong increase of the scattering intensity with \(\sigma\) was observed. The discussion compares the fluctuations in a brush and in a semidilute bulk polymer solution. A study of the same PS brushes in dioxane [71\textsuperscript{2}] extended the investigations in the \(\theta\) solvent regime of reference [69\textsuperscript{1}]. As before a two step decay is found for this regime. As for good solvent case the fast collective diffusion increases with grafting density, while for the slow relaxation rate an opposite trend is observed. Different than in reference [69\textsuperscript{1}], the slow mode relaxation time appears now independent on \(q\); the difference is attributed to the considerable width of the relaxation time distribution. While for the two brushes of lower \(\sigma (1.6/(10\) nm\(^2\)) and \(5/(10\) nm\(^2\)) the amplitude ratio of fast and slow mode is independent of the EW penetration depth \(\zeta\), the slow mode contribution increases with \(\zeta\) for the brush with \(\sigma = 16/(10\) nm\(^2\)), which hints to a stronger amplitude of the slow mode in the outer part of the brush. The observed relaxation times of the two modes were independent of \(\zeta\). In the discussion, the two relaxations are related to the behavior of a semidilute bulk polymer solution under \(\theta\) conditions, where also two relaxation modes are observed.

The diffusion behavior of particles close to a wall covered with a polymer brush \((\sigma = 5/(10\) nm\(^2\)), estimated thickness: 1 \(\mu\)m, \(\zeta = 5\) nm; PS: \(M_w = 1000\) kg/mol) was investigated by Filippidi et al. [72\textsuperscript{2}]. While PMMA colloids \((R = 120\) nm) represent hard particles, a 64-armed star block copolymer (inner part PB, arms PS, \(R_b = 20\) nm) was taken as an example for a soft particle. The heterodyne scattering signal was dominated by the particles and the scattering of the brush was neglected. Based on measurements at different \(\zeta\) and a simple model with a step-like particle concentration profile, the authors determined the penetration of the particles into the brush. While measurements for a collapsed brush in dodecane are compatible with the dry brush thickness of 30 nm, the colloids and the stars penetrate the polystyrene brush in decalin as a marginal solvent up to depths of 230 nm and 160 nm, respectively. The depth indicates the distance from the solid wall where the brush is grafted. A non-exponential temporal shape of \(g_1(t)\) was observed and the short time diffusion constant is extracted from the initial decay. For small \(\zeta\) a dynamic slower than in the bulk but faster than for wall drag at solid interfaces is observed for the hard colloids. For the star block copolymers on the other hand, a distinct dependence of the slow down on \(\zeta\) was found, which was attributed to friction within the polymer brush. The work was extended by Michailidou et al., who investigated the effect of grafting density on particle penetration and diffusion in a brush [73\textsuperscript{3}]. Three PS brushes \((PS: M_w = 1000\) kg/mol) of different grafting density were exposed to PS nanogels of different size \((R = 16\) nm, 42 nm) which were shown to behave as hard spheres. The depths of penetration \(L\) were similar for the two nanogels but depend strongly on \(\sigma (L = 375\) nm for \(\sigma^{−1/2} = 3\) nm, \(L = 230\) nm for \(\sigma^{−1/2} = 5\) nm, and \(L = 100\) nm for \(\sigma^{−1/2} = 8\) nm). It should be noted, however, that the brush and the nanogels both consist of swollen PS and the results for \(L\) might thus be affected by scattering contrast issues, since the visibility of the particles changes in the concentration profile of the brush. The slowing down of the nanogel diffusion is stronger in the brush compared to a hard wall interface. The diffusion constants for the two nanogels were almost independent of \(\sigma\), but a significant stronger slowing down was observed for the small nanogels. The authors speculate that a specific length scale in the outer part of the brush might be responsible for the unexpected stronger effect on the small nanogels.

2.8. Liquid crystals and liquids close to a solid interface

The interface dynamics of a nematic liquid crystal (LC) was studied by Copic, Clark, and coworkers [79–81]. A first theoretical work predicts \(g_1(t)\) determined by EWDLS for the case that a coupling of a shear velocity and the field of the nematic director \(\hat{n}\) can be neglected [79\textsuperscript{4}]. As for bulk light scattering, there are a splay-bend fluctuation mode determined by the LC elastic constants \(K_1\) and \(K_3\) and a twist-bend mode involving \(K_5\) and \(K_6\). By a suitable choice of the polarization directions of incident and detected light and a suitable geometry, these modes can be studied separately for planar (\(\hat{n}\) within the interface) as well as for homeotropic (\(\hat{n}\) perpendicular to the interface) interface alignment. The anchoring energy of the LC at the interface is predicted to affect weakly the shape of \(g_1(t)\). A long time tail of \(g_1(t)\) proportional to \(t^{−3/2}\) is predicted which is steeper than the one for diffusing particles (see discussion of reference [14\textsuperscript{5}]) in 2 above). An extended theoretical work based on continuum nematodynamics takes also a coupling between director field and shear into account [80\textsuperscript{6}]. Since at the interface the fluid velocity vanishes, the fluid can no longer follow the director motion. The viscous drag for a director reorientation at the interface is effectively increased. This effect is found to be particularly strong for the bend mode. As a consequence, a slow surface relaxation mode which decays exponentially into the bulk is predicted. The theory was verified in an experimental work on the LC SCB [81\textsuperscript{7}]. For the relaxation time of a twist-bend surface mode a slow down by a factor 1.66 compared to...
the bulk mode was found. Further, an interface anchoring energy of 7.14·10^{-5} J/m² was extracted from the data. The value fits well to reference values obtained by other techniques.

An EW illumination combined with Brillouin scattering detection was used by Bonn and Wegdam to study sound propagation modes in a wetting layer of a demixed binary fluid system [45]. The combination of cyclohexane and methanol formed a cyclohexane rich phase on top of a methanol rich phase. The latter phase forms a wetting layer at the interface of a quartz semicylinder at which the EW is generated. Beside bulk sound modes, EW Brillouin scattering in the upper part of the container where the wetting layer neighbors the cyclohexane rich bulk phase yielded two surface modes with a dispersion relation linear in \( q_{\parallel} \). The sound propagation speed and the damping of the slower surface mode resemble the bulk mode in the methanol rich phase, while the other surface mode is faster than the bulk modes in either liquid phase. An interpretation based on hydrodynamic calculations assumed a high frequency visco-elasticity in the wetting layer. An EWDS investigation on a wetting layer of a mesoscopic colloidal fluid [44] is addressed in Section 2.4.

A different type of wetting is orientational wetting in nematic LCs, where just above the phase transition temperature \( T_{ni} \) where the bulk is in the isotropic phase the interface is covered by a thin nematic layer. Sigel and Strobl investigated fluctuations of the nematic wetting layer in the LC CB8 for homeotropic alignment [21]. For a suitable polarization direction of the light and \( \varphi \) in the right range, enhanced EWDS indicated orientation fluctuations within a limited temperature range of 0.3 K above \( T_{ni} \). Within this temperature range EWSLS intensity and EWDS relaxation time showed a significant dependency on \( q_{\parallel} \), in contrast to the behavior at higher temperatures or the bulk scattering of the isotropic phase. The disappearing of EWSLS intensity at higher temperatures is interpreted tentatively as a prewetting transition of the layer. The work is extended by further EWDS measurements, a characterization of the wetting layer by ellipsometry, a measurement of the isotropic bulk correlation length \( \xi_{LC} \), and an extended interpretation [22]. Directly at \( T_{ni} \), comparable values for the layer thickness 6.9 nm and \( \xi_{LC} = 5.6 \text{ nm} \) were obtained. The scattering intensity recorded in a scan of \( \varphi \) gives access to the refractive index profile of the wetting layer (see Section 2.1) and the LC order parameter value \( S_0 \) directly at the interface was determined. A steady behavior of \( S_0 \) at the bulk phase transition \( T_{ni} \) was observed. An amplification mechanism for EWSLS in a refractive index profile is discussed (see also [17]).

The \( q_{\parallel} \) dependence of EWSLS and EWDS hints to a characteristic length scale in the interfacial plane. The steady temperature dependence of ellipsometry data excludes the occurrence of a prewetting transition. The limited temperature range above \( T_{ni} \) where enhanced EWSLS is observed is interpreted as stability range of an interface fluctuation mode carried by the nematic wetting layer.

2.9. Liquid–air and liquid–liquid interfaces

An EWSLS study at the liquid–air interface by Lin et al. considers polystyrene-block-poly)methylmethacrylate (PS-b-PMA) diblock copolymers (molecular weights \( M_w \): PS \( M_w = 880 \text{ kg/mol}, \text{ PMA} M_w = 290 \text{ kg/mol} \) spred on top of an aqueous surface [77,82,83]. Experiments were performed on a Langmuir balance with temperature controlled housing, a multi-angle fiber optical detector for EWSLS and a single mode fiber for EWDS. EWSLS showed the presence of nearly monodisperse disc-like aggregates on the interface and the absence of isolated polymers [82]. While there is no scattering contrast from the PMMA, the dense PS core has a diameter of 380 nm with a weak concentration dependence. The block copolymer layer is patchy for an interface coverage below 1 monomer per 0.18 nm² and becomes homogeneous above. A peak in EWSLS at high interface coverage could be fitted with a two-dimensional hard disc model. In an extension with improved interpretation the 2D aggregates are denoted as “furry discs”, in reference to the brush-like PMMA boundary around the PS core [77]. The aggregation number was estimated as 240 polymers per “furry disc.” The authors demonstrated, that the interface homogeneity and therefore the data quality in EWSLS and EWDS data got significantly improved by either two surface compressions in the Langmuir trough or by spritng the pure solvent chloroform on the polymer covered interface (it was shown later that the spraying of chloroform slightly reduces the interface pressure [83]). EWSLS yielded a two step decay in \( g_1(t) \). The fast diffusive process was attributed to isolated “furry discs,” while the slow decay was assigned to islands of discs attached together. Estimations based on EWSLS and EWDS gave a lower limit of 20 \( \mu \text{m} \) for the radius of the islands. The in-plane diffusion constant of the fast process was transformed to a two-dimensional hydrodynamic radius of 410 nm. The significantly larger value than the PS core size was attributed to the extension of PMMA chains stretched on the interface around the core. This picture was further supported by surface pressure measurements. In a later work, the authors used the same system to cross check theoretically predicted logarithmic divergences for the diffusion coefficient in a two-dimensional system [83]. At elevated interface coverage where EWSLS shows a peak at \( q_{\parallel} \), EWDS detects collective diffusion for \( q_{\parallel} < q_{\parallel m} \) and self diffusion for \( q_{\parallel} > q_{\parallel m} \). In both regimes, agreement with theory was found.

Stocco et al. investigated the dynamics of capillary waves at a water–air interface [17]. The usage of an EW geometry with illumination from the water side gives access to \( q_{\parallel} = 0.2\ldots0.9 \mu \text{m}^{-1} \). These \( q_{\parallel} \) values are larger than in surface quasi elastic light scattering (SQELS) [11] and even significantly exceed the range investigated by X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS) so far. The obtained results for the interface tension in the \( q_{\parallel} \) range are larger than data obtained from macroscopic, static methods. Possible experimental causes for this observation are discussed and excluded. A tentative interpretation assigns the enhanced interface tension to charge effects at the aqueous interface. Further, a narrow scattering peak was observed for EW illumination (\( \varphi > \varphi_s \)) fixed when the detection angle \( \psi \) was scanned. The location \( \varphi_s = \varphi_s \) of the peak resembles the Yoneda peak, however, the detected scattering peak is significantly higher and narrower than a Yoneda peak. The peak was weakened by the adsorption of a symmetric amphiphilic polyisoprene-block-poly(ethylene oxide) (Pl-b-PEO) block copolymer (\( M_w = 16.4 \text{ kg/mol} \)) to the aqueous interface. The discussion relates the peak to a second order scattering effect with a scattering contrast mechanism only operational at the critical angle \( \varphi_s \). The mechanism is affected by the refractive index profile of the interface, and was related to the observation of an enhanced EWSLS scattering intensity for a LC wetting layer [21,22] (see Section 2.8). A further work of Stocco et al. describes the diffusion of colloidal particles at an alkane–water interface [84]. An apparatus is introduced which allows an independent variation of \( q_{\perp} \), \( q_{\parallel} \), and \( \xi \) in a three-dimensional EW scattering geometry especially suited for liquid–liquid and liquid–air interfaces. EWDS was independent on \( q_{\perp} \), proving that the particles are trapped by the liquid–liquid interface via the Pieranski potential [85]. The two-dimensional in-plane diffusion is significantly slowed down compared to the bulk diffusion.

3. Combination of light scattering and ellipsometry

3.1. Ellipsometry: background

Ellipsometry is a well established and widely applied tool for the detection and characterization of thin layers on planar interfaces [86]. The technique yields averaged film properties, since in the common reflection geometry there is a light moment transfer \( q_{\parallel} \) perpendicular to the interface only, while \( q_{\parallel} \) is zero. Section 3.2 addresses applications of the ellipsometric measurements scheme to light scattering by rough planar interfaces away from the reflected beam,
which involves a finite \( q_i \) and therefore gives access to the in-plane interfacial structure with scattering resolution. A different approach reviewed in Section 3.3 is the ellipsometric polarization analysis of light scattered by spherical colloids. It yields the colloid size and refractive index as well as a characterization of interfacial structures or films on the colloidal particles. The ellipsometric resolution of the film thickness in the nanometer range is far beyond the resolution of conventional light scattering. Ellipsometry can be viewed as an interferometric technique [87], which yields the amplitude ratio \( V \) and the relative phase shift \( \Delta \) of two polarization eigen-modes of the system under study. The propagation of the eigen-modes through the optical system is described by the two transfer coefficients \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \), respectively. These complex coefficients contain amplitude transfer and phase shift of each mode. The ellipsometric coefficient \( \rho \) is usually written as

\[
\rho = \frac{S_2}{S_1} = \tan(\Psi) \exp(i\Delta).
\]

(2)

Systems with a partial depolarization of light require a description by the 4 × 4 Mueller matrix [34,86]. In this case, the ellipsometric parameters read \([88,89]\):

\[
\tan(2\Psi) = \frac{2(S_1S_2)}{(S_1^2 - S_2^2)}
\]

(3)

\[
\Delta = \arg\left(S_1S_2\right).
\]

(4)

Here, \( \arg(\cdot) \) denotes the complex argument and \( (\cdot) \) describes the averaging over system parameters involving a distribution (light wavelength distribution, angle of incidence distribution, particle size distribution). In standard reflection ellipsometry on isotropic inter-faces, the eigen-modes are linear s and p-polarization perpendicular and parallel to the plane of reflection and \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) are the corresponding field amplitude reflectivities \( r_s \) and \( r_p \), respectively. For scattering on isotropic samples, the eigen-modes are usually linear polarizations perpendicular to and in plane with the scattering plane, defined by the directions of the incident and the scattered light. The eigen-modes can be different for interface scattering, in case the interface normal is not contained in the scattering plane. \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) are the corresponding scattering coefficients. Ellipsometric optics usually consists of a polarizer (P), a quarter wave plate called compensator (C) rotated by 45° compared to the perpendicularly oriented directions of the two polarization eigen-modes, the sample (S) and an analyzer (A) (PCSA or PSCA geometry, according to the order of components) [86]. In nulling ellipsometry, the intensity is minimized by rotating P and A, and the resulting nulling values of P and A are directly connected to \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \). Of high practical importance is two-zone averaging, where measurements of two different sets of nulling angles are suitably averaged [88]. Most imperfections and alignment errors of the optical components are eliminated in the two-zone averaging resulting in high accuracy ellipsometric data. Ellipsometric measurements for the detection of the complete Mueller matrix are usually based on a procedure developed by Azzam [90]. Ellipsometric sensitivity on an interface layer is highest either at the Brewster angle or the critical angle of total internal reflection \( \psi_0 \).

### 3.2. Planar interfaces

Scattering measurements at an interface detect a superposition of scattering contributions from the bulk and from the interface. In principle, bulk contributions are caused by inhomogeneities and concentration or density fluctuations in the bulk, while interface scattering reflects surface roughness or fluctuations in interfacial coverage. Complementary to EWLS is an ellipsometric scattering technique (called scattering ellipsometry (SE) [91] or Ellipsometry of Angle-Resolved Scattering (E.A.R.S.) [92]), where a distinction of scattering contributions relies on a polarization analysis of the scattered light. While SE has not yet been applied to colloid and interface science, it has a high potential in this field. Only the main principles and some applications are briefly described here.

The idealizing distinction of an interface as a two-dimensional object and a three-dimensional bulk can be rather arbitrary for specific systems, and in colloid and interface science it is common to address a finite transition zone between two bulk phases as a separate entity called inter-phase. Examples for extended inter-phases are the polymer brushes and boundary regions with modified dynamics in liquid crystals or colloidal systems, as described in Section 2. Thus, EWLS is a technique to characterize inter-phases rather than interfaces. For SE, on the other hand, roughness is typically considered as a height variation of a step-like transition from one phase to the other. If the height variation is small compared to \( \lambda \) with slopes much less than unity and if this is the only scattering source, the scattering can be described by a first order vector perturbation theory (FOVPT) (see e.g. [93]). An important feature of FOVPT which is essential for many applications is a factorization in a polarization term and a term including the surface roughness, described by the mean squared amplitude \( |\tilde{Z}(\mathbf{q})|^2 \) of the two-dimensional Fourier transform \( \tilde{Z}(\mathbf{q}) \) of the interface height \( z(x,y) \). Thus, for such rather smooth interfaces the polarization properties of the scattered light depend on the refractive index values, the illumination and detection directions and the polarization of the incident light, however, they are independent of \( |\tilde{Z}(\mathbf{q})|^2 \). The extinction conditions for the polarization optics therefore do not depend on the roughness. This feature has been used to mask out either bulk or interface scattering, either in scattering measurements [92,94] or in an imaging application [95]. The theoretical description has been generalized to a multi-layer stack with rough interfaces between the layers [96]. Experimentally, FOVPT was confirmed by Germer et al. on a micro-fabricated silicon micro-roughness standard with a pseudo random distribution of circular pits with depth 1 nm and radius 1.31 \( \mu m \) and 1.76 \( \mu m \) [97]. In measurements out of the reflection plane, a vanishing of scattering intensity for incident and detected p-polarization was observed for certain angles, similar to the vanishing p-reflectivity at the Brewster angle. Germer investigated SiO films (thickness 10.3 nm and 52 nm) grown on a micro-rough Si substrate [91]. SE yields the correlation of the roughnesses at the two interfaces (substrate/film and film/air), where full correlation with a slightly more rough film/air interface was observed. A further work of Germer demonstrates the distinction of different scattering sources by a polarization analysis of scattering [98]. Rayleigh defects above, within, or below a surface film and roughnesses at the two film interface have different polarization signatures in scattering measurements out of the reflection plane. A procedure to decompose a Stokes vector into two non-depolarizing sources is described. Finally, the importance of correlation is emphasized: for uncorrelated scattering sources there is an incoherent superposition of intensities and the strongest source dominates.

### 3.3. Ellipsometric light scattering

The size of colloidal particles usually exceeds significantly the molecular length scale of a dispersing liquid. These particles are not solubilized, but dispersed in the liquid medium. Therefore, colloidal interfaces are present in a dispersion. Structure, properties, and dynamics of these interfaces are essential for the colloidal stabilization against particle aggregation. For an investigation of colloidal interfaces, Erbe et al. applied the nulling ellipsometry measurement scheme to a bulk scattering experiment on spherical colloids and established ellipsometric light scattering (ELS) [87,89,99,100]. The
bulk scattering geometry differs from the reflection geometry used in SE (see Section 3.2). For spherical colloids of about 100 nm radius, ELS bears close similarities to reflection ellipsometry on planar interfaces [87]. A minimum in tan(Ψ) close to 90° scattering angle resembles the Brewster angle in reflection ellipsometry, and the sensitivity is highest at this minimum. Location and depth of the minimum are modeled by Mie scattering and contain information on refractive indexes and sizes of core and shell of the particles. A resolution in layer thickness better than 20 nm was demonstrated by measurements at two λ (532 nm, 633 nm) on PS colloids (R ≈ 90 nm) covered by poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) shells, where the temperature dependent shell swelling was monitored. In a further project, Erbe et al. applied ELS to characterize the charge distribution around charge stabilized colloids (R = 60 nm) [59]. For bulk salt concentrations above c0 = 10⁻⁴ M/L, enhanced local salt concentrations up to 4 M/L in layers of 20–30 nm thickness at the colloidal interfaces were observed. This local concentration is two orders of magnitude higher than predictions by the Poisson–Boltzmann theory. The observation is discussed as a first order prewetting transition at the colloidal interfaces.

An investigation of monodisperse unilamellar lipid vesicles (R = 45 nm, shell thickness 5 nm) by Erbe et al. revealed a high sensitivity of ELS on radially symmetric birefringence [100]. The detected birefringence gives access to the local order parameter of the lipid chains, where values of 0.65 and 0.32 were observed for 1,2-Dipalmitoyl-snglycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) vesicles in the gel- and 1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) vesicles in the liquid crystalline phase, respectively. For DPPC, a lower bound of 29° for the average chain tilt angle against the surface normal was determined. The ELS sensitivity on local birefringence was further employed by Erbe et al. to determine the local stress in PS colloids (R0 = 60...97 nm) via the stress-optical coefficient of polymers [89].

The magnitude of the observed birefringence was rationalized as an effect of interface tension during particle synthesis.

In a theoretical contribution, Sigel and Erbe discussed the effect of size distribution for particles created in plasmas [103], e.g. for process control in dust sensitive micro device fabrication. The characterization of particle interfaces is mentioned briefly as a hypothetical application [102] but it is hardly used so far. MSE was used further to monitor the particle content in hot gas entering a gas turbine [106] and for the characterization of particle sizes in a micro emulsion, where multiple scattering effects were simulated numerically [107]. MSE relies on measurements of the ratio tan(Ψ) = E0/E1 of scattered electric field amplitudes E0 and E1, polarized parallel and perpendicular to the scattering plane, respectively. The ratio is measured at three λ (488 nm, 514 nm, 633 nm) and a single scattering angle (typically 90°) by a rotating compensator technique for a series of polarization angles P of the incident linear light polarization against the scattering plane.

Some technical background is found in the PhD thesis of Gebauer [108]. The connection to ELS reads tan(Ψ) = tan(Ψ)/tan(P).

Scattering measurements on the complete Mueller matrix have been performed by Volten et al. on prolite birefrenting rutile particles (size roughly 220 nm) [109] and by Kaplan et al. [110] for spherical PS colloids (2R = 400...3000 nm). While the detailed scattering properties are of interest by themselves, there is only limited know-how on the inverse problem to learn something about the particles and their interfaces from such scattering measurements with maximum polarization information.

4. Conclusions and outlook

This synopsis of interface light scattering investigations elucidates common and distinct features of different soft matter classes situated close to interfaces. While the wall drag effect has been the focus in investigations on colloidal particles at interfaces, it is not at all considered for polymer brushes, which are described on a short scale given by the correlation length of a semidilute polymer solution. For liquid crystals and their orientational wetting, in turn, surface-bound fluctuation modes and special scattering properties in a steady refractive index profile were under study. This spread of different description and effects indicates, that the usual fruitful exchange in soft matter science between the fields of polymers, colloids, and liquid crystals is only partly established for the interfacial behavior. Improved exchange could lead to a further fertilization and a better understanding of interfacial soft matter behavior, and the overview compiled in this review might serve as a road map.

EWLS extends the power of bulk light scattering to investigations at planar interfaces. The technique is significantly more demanding than bulk scattering measurements. From the experimental point of view, the quality of the interface is essential. A full independent access to penetration depth and scattering vector components parallel and perpendicular to the interface requires a three-dimensional scattering instrument, the alignment of which is more delicate than for bulk scattering setups. The theoretical description for data interpretation is more involved than the well-behaved Fourier transform which is the basis for bulk scattering analysis. Despite these difficulties, EWLS has grown to a mature technique, as indicated by the regular high quality publications. For the investigation of interfaces of spherical colloids, ELS is a young yet powerful technique. Its high resolution and the sensitivity to local birefringence and thus local stress open a new and promising experimental access to colloidal interfaces. The application of scattering ellipsometry to planar soft matter interfaces appears as a treasure not yet uncovered.

Recently, Granick et al. reviewed on-going and recommended research directions of macromolecules at interfaces [111]. The review is a product of a study panel commissioned by the U.S. Department of Energy Council on Materials. Beside synthesis issues, the understanding of structure and dynamics of synthetic or naturally occurring macromolecules at interfaces is recognized as an area of high interest. Clearly, the techniques for interface sensitive light scattering summarized here are predestined to give a significant contribution in this area. Further, Granick et al. suggest neutron scattering measurements with EW illumination to study interfacial phenomena on a short length scale. The know-how collected with EWLS can serve as a solid basis for an application of the principles to such an ambitious target.
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